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Special Feature  

CONNECT  

This Is More Than Just Madness!   
 

 2185 NA 

 And when you see it – you cannot unsee it! 

1 When one takes up a different viewpoint on all this, the image 
that comes into focus is not the one most people expect to see.  
The image turns our view inside-out and presents a completely 
opposing picture for our minds to grapple with. 
  

 

2 It paints the picture of utter madness at all kinds of levels, and – 
the basic fact is – the whole population is at the mercy of a 
minute number of individuals with their fingers on the button.  
The People currently have no say in what happens – but 
instead, are fed a narrative that seeks to justify the actions of 
those individuals - we have given power to. 
 

 

3 The first point to be underlined is - that standing in our position, we have no 
confirmation of what is the truth and what is not.  What many of us are very 
sure about however, is that there is more than one version of the truth.   
The question WE, as the People, need to be asking, is just this.   
What is the confirmed single, undeniable and provable truth?    
 
What I am referring to in this article is the Russia Ukraine conflict. 
A conflict which is being reported - as these matters always are – from at 
least two different standpoints.  The answer we are looking for is - which of 
the reports are true – or perhaps more likely – which are more true?  
 

4 The media section of the Tetbury Connect website – and I’m referring to the 
Mainstream Media section – abounds with stories from governments in 
Europe and further afield, which all paint one picture.  For anyone who has 
looked at the BBC news website in the last 8wks or more, they will be under 
no illusion who the aggressor is in the Ukraine conflict – according to the 
BBC!  The BBC and many other mainstream media platforms around the 
world have all been telling us the same story – in total unison. 
 
In one sense, this sounds like a good thing, with governments coming 
together in unison - as we are told they are by the news outlets - to tackle a 
nation aggressor.  It’s been seen so many times in history and is clearly 
welcomed by people who believe they understand what is happening – if it’s 
only because their governments have told them.     
  

5 The thing is – there is a different narrative going around and it’s one which is 
marginalised – or more often, attacked – by those same governments and 
the mainstream media platforms which support those governments.   
 

https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/desktop
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That different narrative is what the government and the BBC call 
misinformation.  And the definition of misinformation is everything the 
government says that it is.  And that would be OK if we lived in a perfect 
world.  But we don’t and therefore – it is NOT OK! 
We know there are agendas at play and so it’s back to the question. 
What is the real truth – and how should we test for it? 
 
And it is because there is a different and opposing narrative that I am 
penning this article today.  It is, after all, only that single truth which will set us 
all free!  Who would not want that – a single truth - and to be free? 
 
Think of me then as a headteacher with two warring boys in my office 
hearing them tell different truths.  I listen intently to both sides not knowing 
where the truth lies.  I’m eager – as I’m sure many others are – to get to the 
real single, undeniable and provable truth.  In this case, it’s not two warring 
boys – but instead two warring nations.  
 

6 Given the complexity of the subject, I am nowhere near being equipped to 
prepare a deep-dive on all the supposed facts relative to Ukraine and its 
history.  All I hope to achieve in these few paragraphs is this. 
 
I’d like to open readers’ minds to other possibilities – that is other possibilities 
for explaining what IS happening in Ukraine – what HAS happened in Ukraine 
– and WHY!  It is a big step for any of us to take, but – opening minds to other 
possibilities means just that – taking big steps.   
 
To accept the truth about anything – as intelligent beings - we each of us 
have to be sufficiently open to the concept of changing our own beliefs.  In 
other words, we have to accept that we could be wrong about the previous 
conclusions we’ve made, and maybe accept that our government could be 
lying to the People. 
 
That last thought is not such an easy concept to accept - and I know that.  
What I also know though, is that PM Johnson and a number of his cabinet 
supporters have been accused of lying to parliament on a number of 
occasions. Many would say, “And been proved to have done so”.  That being 
so, surely it is only the insane that would trust a politician 100%.  I say that 
given the history we have had highlighted for us over the last 2yrs relative to 
Covid.    
  

7 The first point to make clear is that any fair and reasonable person in this 
world – and particularly those with family - will never be in favour of armed 
conflict of the type now happening in Ukraine.  It is only ever the innocent 
who get killed, maimed, or disadvantaged by such events – and never the 
orchestrators who are all tucked up - down a bunker somewhere - well away 
from the rockets and bombs. 
 
There can come a time, however, when there is a need to resort to serious 
measures when all other avenues have been exhausted – such as, failure: 

• To achieve an exit having asked someone nicely to leave 
• To negotiate a mutually acceptable outcome 
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And even when that time appears to have arrived, then all those more 
serious and drastic measures - which might be on the table as options - 
should be carefully weighed to take account of every eventuality and cost. 
 

8 Let’s begin right here – on the subject of failure. 
 
What has been abundantly clear to me – monitoring the world news on a 
daily basis as I do in my role – is that there is a totally unexplainable charge 
towards escalating the Russia Ukraine conflict – and to levels which can 
hardly be imagined.  And that charge is being fuelled by western nation 
states.  In particular, the US, and certainly the UK. 
 
Every day the fuelling seems to gain new heights as the US clears eye-
watering funding for Zelensky – the Ukrainian leader – together with military 
hardware.  Similar pledges have been made by our own PM – which he does 
with apparent total ease – and made so by the fact that the money he is 
spending is not his own money – but our own tax money! 
 
Of course, if there is a justifiable reason to do these things then there is a 
justifiable reason.  The point of this article however, is to ask – is there? 
    

9 Take a look at these recent articles on the subject of fuelling the conflict. 
 
Pelosi urges ‘strongest possible military response’ against Russia 
 
Amount of US weaponry delivered to Ukraine revealed 
 
Ukraine war: UK sends £300m more in military aid 
 
US doesn’t want peace in Ukraine – Russia 
 
Ukrainian troops get training in Germany 
 

10 Anyone tuning into the recent media stories cannot fail to have heard the talk 
of WW3 and the use of nuclear weapons.   

This is more than just MADNESS! 
The world should be talking the conflict down - NOT talking it up. 
The world should be doing its utmost to deescalate the tensions and 
encourage both sides to reach an amicable agreement – and to do so whilst 
war takes a day off.  But it’s NOT.  Why - is the burning question?   
 
So, why in God’s name is this happening?  Why are these politicians hell-bent 
on raising the stakes - and with them the undoubted loss of further innocent 
lives and the related destruction – neither of which can fail to follow? 
 
Politicians everywhere seem to be doing their best to instil fear in us all.  
They did this with Covid and now they are doing this with Ukraine. 
 
I cannot help but ask – is there something going on here – a hidden agenda – 
which hasn’t surfaced with us all yet?  What should we all be seeing - but 
being blinded from seeing, thanks to the censored media reports? 

https://www.rt.com/news/554936-pelosi-russia-military-response/
https://www.rt.com/news/554871-howitzers-ukraine-pentagon-javelins/
https://news.sky.com/story/ukraine-war-boris-johnson-to-become-first-world-leader-to-address-countrys-parliament-since-conflict-began-12604138
https://www.rt.com/russia/554358-zakharova-russia-us-disinformation/
https://www.dw.com/en/ukrainian-troops-get-training-in-germany/a-61682712
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11 Let’s take a different direction now and return to the opposing narratives.  
You won’t see the like of these reports on the BBC or other mainstream 
media platforms.  That doesn’t mean they are fake.  It doesn’t mean they are 
wholly true or accurate either.  It DOES mean there is another narrative and to 
get to the single truth I spoke of – we have to look at and test to destruction 
the different narratives put out – whoever they are put out by. 
 
For those interested in the search for the single truth, I would recommend 
dipping into the following articles.  They paint a different picture to the one 
we are used to seeing from the BBC and many of the other mainstream 
media platforms I mentioned. 
 
Guy went to Ukraine in early March - It exposes the media lies 
 
Fact check: How to spot a fake military success story in Ukraine war 
 
Russia claims to have discovered Ukrainian Donbass attack plan 
 
Iran’s supreme leader weighs in on root cause of Ukraine crisis 
 
Putin explains Russian military's plan in Ukraine 
 
Zelensky rejected peace offer days before Russian offensive – WSJ 
 

12 To reinforce the narrative from our own government – about its version of the 
truth – we witness our PM Johnson scooting off to India to dissuade India’s 
PM – Narenda Modi – from supporting Putin and buying Russian energy.   
 
We see PM BoJo and the cabinet sporting Blue and Yellow lapel badges in 
support of Ukraine.  All of this is encouraging us all to agree with and support 
the UK government’s viewpoint and decision.   
Here, I underline the point that it is the government’s decision.   
Not mine, not yours and not the British people’s – since we are not asked! 
 
People have been encouraged to support Ukraine by sporting Blue and 
Yellow flags on their facebook profiles and even in their windows at home.  
This mirrors the government’s campaign to have us all support the NHS. 
 
The Town Council of Tetbury have done the same - filling every pane of their 
windows with Blue and Yellow flags.  But what exactly is that display saying? 
We asked the Town Council - and this is what the Town Council’s CEO said: 
 

“We, local and regional leaders across Europe, strongly condemn the 
multiple attacks and violations of the territorial integrity and sovereignty 
of Ukraine. We express our full support and solidarity to the Ukrainian 
people and our peers in local and regional government. We will not 
accept that our European values and integrity be attacked again by the 
Russian Federation after the violation of Georgian territories by Russia in 
2008. We are firmly opposed to the dismemberment of a free and 
democratic state in Europe.” 

 

https://bit.ly/3r3VFiJ
https://www.dw.com/en/fact-check-how-to-spot-a-fake-military-success-story-in-russia-ukraine-war/a-61453500
https://www.rt.com/russia/551518-ukraine-national-guard-documents/
https://www.rt.com/news/550938-iran-ayatollah-us-role-ukraine-crisis/
https://www.rt.com/russia/553768-putin-ukraine-operation-timing/
https://www.rt.com/news/553213-zelensky-scholz-ukraine-peace/
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The statement reproduced above was sent to us in response to our 
questions.  But it is only the opening section of a much longer statement 
published on the website of the Local Government Association - LGA.   
The full statement can be read here.    
 
It was interesting to note – on reading the full statement – that there is no 
mention of peace – the importance of peace or the achievement of a 
ceasefire.  In essence, it is more akin to fighting talk and warmongering and 
not one person in I know has agreed to sign up to this stance against Russia. 
 
The statement reproduced above is the official statement of the council 
apparently – but doesn’t appear on the council’s website.  It did not originate 
from the Town Council but instead was handed down from the Council of 
European Municipalities and Regions.  The statement was endorsed by the– 
LGA - and together they are calling on local and regional governments 
throughout Europe to also endorse the statement.   
 
The statement can be signed by any councillor and they have been invited to 
do so.  I spoke to two Tetbury town councillors who both referred me to the 
Council’s CEO for further information and comment.  Neither said they 
agreed with the statement, and we are left to wonder, just how many 
councillors in Tetbury do support it – evidenced by adding their personal 
signature to it. 
 
We did seek clarification on the above points – and others – but 
unfortunately the Town Council CEO – Tara Niblett – didn’t respond. 
 
We really all need to be discerning about what we hear and what we read.  
We have to be even more careful about who we trust and what we choose 
to believe.  And that includes, potentially, our own local councils and 
certainly politicians. 
 

13 Despite the media hype a few weeks ago about the encouragement of us all 
to take in Ukrainian refugees – at £350 a month – next to nothing has been 
heard since.  One might think the media would be awash with heart-rending 
stories about the trauma of living in war-torn Ukraine.  It would contrast with 
the peace these poor people enjoy now in rural parts of England and 
elsewhere.   
 
Why is the media NOT awash with these stories? 
Why haven’t we heard from these people? 
Did you look at this video – Guy went to Ukraine in early March - It exposes 
the media lies - and does it give us a hint at a different story? 
 
Speaking of people leaving Ukraine – we received this unconfirmed report. 
It came from a trusted acquaintance with a deep interest in the truth about all 
things – another citizen journalist in fact.  Now, it could be misinformation of 
course – but I mention it here to place it in our reader’s orbit of attention.  
With it circling in our conscious thoughts, we can test it with further 
information on the subject as we receive it.  It’s this: 
 

https://www.local.gov.uk/topics/communities/refugees-and-asylum-seekers/ukraine-council-information/ukraine-lga-position-1
https://www.tetbury.gov.uk/
https://bit.ly/3r3VFiJ
https://bit.ly/3r3VFiJ
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“My very good friend from Ukraine came round today. Her family and 
husband’s family live in Kiev.  Her sister's husband works for a gas supply 
company in Russia and the Americans are buying gas from Russia and 
selling it to Europe at massively inflated prices.   
 
Apparently, there is no sign of unrest in Kiev.  The Ukraine military were 
preventing civilians from leaving, using Border Patrols, weeks before 
Russia reacted.  They were also taking any males of families who tried to 
leave for forced military service.  They also kept the vehicles of anyone 
who tried to leave.” 

 
As I have said, we are looking for the single truth and this statement gives us 
something more to consider. 
 

14 The story of this Russia Ukraine conflict is clearly far more complex than 
most of us could have imagined just 4 weeks ago.  What has become very 
clear to me in that time, is that there could very well be a deep-rooted plan 
to deceive people and manipulate their views and opinions on the topic. 
 
With that thought in mind, my next article on this topic will go deeper and 
broader.  I will be drawing attention to a number of stories – all of which 
conflict with the official narrative told to us by the BBC – which tell a 
completely different story of both current events and past events.   
 
I will touch on the US funded bio-labs in Ukraine which were experimenting 
with deadly pathogens.  These are labs with a direct connection with the 
Biden administration and involves Hunter Biden – the president’s own son.   
 
I will look at how Putin has separated himself and Russia from the global 
self-appointed elite and the World Economic Forum – the WEF headed by 
Klaus Schwab – declaring that their plan for humanity won’t work.  If ordinary 
people understood that plan – which is not hidden – then they too would be 
separating themselves from it.  
 
Watch Sky News presenter Rowan Dean, talking with James Delingpole on 
the subject. 
 
All these stories paint Putin in a completely different light.  In fact, all these 
stories paint most leaders in the world in a completely different light.  As for 
the western leaders, I will be taking a look at another subject which will test 
people’s ability to take that big step.  
 
For myself, I am prepared to take a big step and be open to changing my 
view about Putin and his Russia – and that includes PM BoJo and our 
government.  It comes from being passionate about the truth and being  
single-minded in my pursuit of it.      
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

https://www.weforum.org/
https://www.skynews.com.au/world-news/the-great-reset-globalists-using-the-virus-to-destroy-the-old-world-order/video/d058027077c9b0de8cf91e34503c95a5
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 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

4 LINK Tetbury CONNECT: Media section 

9 LINK Pelosi urges ‘strongest possible military response’ against Russia 

9 LINK Amount of US weaponry delivered to Ukraine revealed 

9 LINK Ukraine war: UK sends £300m more in military aid  

9 LINK US doesn’t want peace in Ukraine – Russia 

9 LINK Ukrainian troops get training in Germany 

11 LINK Guy went too Ukraine in early March - It exposes the media lies 

11 LINK Fact check: How to spot a fake military success story in Ukraine war 

11 LINK Russia claims to have discovered Ukrainian Donbass attack plan 

11 LINK Iran’s supreme leader weighs in on root cause of Ukraine crisis 

11 LINK Putin explains Russian military's plan in Ukraine 

11 LINK Zelensky rejected peace offer days before Russian offensive – WSJ 

12 LINK Tetbury Town Council 

12 LINK Official LGA statement on Ukraine support and more 

14 LINK World Economic Forum 

14 LINK Sky News presenter Rowan Dean, talking with James Delingpole 

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK Sky Australia: ‘The Great Reset’ is a ‘great deception’  

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

  
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 
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